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visibility and success. Assessing a thorough survey of
German industry at the turn of the century, (Hirschberg
and Heitmann 1999) presciently remarked that simulation
was achieving use for resource planning and scheduling,
but lamented the lack of its use in business process analysis and improvement. Soon afterward, (Völker, Munkelt,
and Gmilkowsky 2001) constructed and documented a
generic approach for the construction of explicitly
abridged simulation models for the purpose of mediumterm production scheduling in the manufacturing sector.
As a significant example of “knowledge crossfertilization,” we remark that these authors work in the
discipline of business administration, not industrial engineering. More specifically, (Giribone, Mosca, and Queirolo 2003) applied simulation to the production scheduling of a medical supply company packaging line.
Evolving toward the service sector, (Otamendi 2007) describes the use of simulation to improve the scheduling of
geographically dispersed maintenance tasks in sprawling
support networks. (Dawson et.al. 1994) discuss application of simulation modeling for staff scheduling in an
Emergency Department of a Hospital.

ABSTRACT
Simulation has long been a significant and powerful force
for the improvement of manufacturing operations. More
recently, it has been used to increase the efficiency, efficacy, and economy of service operations. In this case
study, we describe the valuable contributions simulation
made to the improvement of operations at numerous business locations of a company renting vehicles (without
drivers). Specifically, discrete-event process simulation
analyses played a pivotal role in the construction and implementation of the “Demand-Driven Workforce Scheduler” (DdWS) now used at the client company.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the most frequent uses of simulation have
been directed to the improvement of manufacturing operations (Law and McComas 1998). More recently, simulation has come into its own as a powerful tool for improvement of operations within the service sector of the
economy (Starks and Whyte 1998). The inherent and
strong abilities of simulation to analyze and assess the interaction of queuing problems well beyond the reach of
closed-form analyses and formulas are of obvious value
whether the queues are of parts or of people waiting for
service.
In the current study, simulation was one of several
analytical tools applied concurrently and synergistically to
achieve improved (more accurate, more adaptable, more
consistent, and more quickly obtainable) schedules of resources (typically customer-service personnel) at installations of a client company engaged in the business of renting vehicles (without drivers) to travelers. This service
business is highly challenged by stiff competition, burdensome tax policies and rates, highly volatile customer
demand, and high customer expectations (Horowitz and
Schilling 1989). In the last few years, simulation in the
service of scheduling has gradually achieved increasing
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2.

OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM AND CLIENT’S
PAINS

Customers, typically travelers, enter the client’s vehiclerental system upon arrival at an airport. There, a Courtesy
Bus Driver shuttles them to the vehicle-rental facility.
Upon arrival, some customers may wait in a queue to see
a Rental Sales Agent (RSA), obtain their rented vehicle,
and leave the facility. Other rental customers may go directly to the rental lot to obtain their vehicle. At the other
end of the customer service spectrum, customers returning
a vehicle are acknowledged by a Greeter (GR) and shuttled back to the airport for their departing flights. Upon
return, most vehicles are cleaned (interior),washed (exterior), and filled up with gasoline and windshield washing
fluid by a Service Agent (SA) and returned to the rental
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esses followed by the different work groups. A fundamental lean improvement guideline states that there can
be no continuous improvement without standardization
(Deming 1950). Once the process was standardized and
work instructions generated the process was improved by
applying lean principles to the steps required to carry out
a task (i.e, steps required to clean a vehicle). Using timeand-motion study methods (Aft 2001), metrics like “trips
around the vehicle required to clean it” and “number of
times the person cleaning a vehicle entered and exited it”
were developed, animated (using the Workplace Planner®
software from Proplanner; an example of this animation is
shown in Figure 1), and optimized within the recommended improved process. During this project, it was of
fundamental importance that the processes be standardized and optimized before schedules were constructed
upon them. As the management guru Robert Townsend
famously enjoined in an analogous context: “Make sure
your present report system is reasonably clean and effective before you automate [computerize] it. Otherwise
your new computer will just speed up the mess.” (Townsend 1984). Only then was it time to build a simulation
model to analyze and optimize the schedules, and ultimately to help automate the generation of them day-today and week-to-week.

lot. Some returned vehicles must undergo additional
maintenance (preventive and/or corrective) before their
return to the rental lot. As can well be imagined, these
travelers, whether traveling for business or on holiday, are
often already harried by time pressure, delayed flights,
missed connections, misrouted luggage, and numerous
other all-too-frequent annoyances (Levack 2007). Therefore, their service expectations are high and their tolerance for miscarriage of service very low.
In this context, the client company was experiencing
multiple, chronic, and severe pains, as the consultants
soon learned, when – in best doctor’s bedside manner –
they asked the client “Where does it hurt?” These interrelated pains were over- and under-scheduling of resources,
a time-consuming manual scheduling process, and overwhelmed site managers. The now happily obsolete
method of scheduling personnel was a time-consuming,
manual process performed in Excel®. The process was
labor-intensive and inefficient and often produced an imperfect schedule. The allocation of resources was based
on the manager’s experience and usually the schedule
produced looked the same as the previous week’s schedule. Some site managers would occasionally consider in
their scheduling process the corporate forecast or the volume of actual reservation for the upcoming weeks. Overall, their schedules were “flat” and ignored weekly, daily,
and hourly fluctuations in the business demand. As a result, these intuition-based (or even inertia-based) schedules resulted in inflated labor costs and reduced and inconsistent service levels. Over- and under-scheduling
problems were also the consequence of staffing levels
misaligned with the volatile dynamics of the business demand. Visits to different client sites revealed that too
many employees were assigned to departments of the facility where the demand was low for that day and those
hours, and too few to areas where the demand was high.
The first situation translated into excessive and unjustifiable labor costs. The second situation adversely affected
the customer service level provided by having insufficient
employees during the days and hours when the demand
was high. Furthermore, the site manager responsible for
scheduling resources was often overwhelmed, amid many
other responsibilities, with the task of developing the
schedules. This time-consuming responsibility would
keep him or her in the back office, away from the front
counter solving immediately pressing customer-related
issues. Hence the scheduling task, on occasions, would
itself also adversely affect the customer service level provided.
3.

4.

THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model was then built using the insights
gained and lessons learned during the work assessments
and process standardization. Data collection forms were
developed for each of the processes and customized to reflect operational differences at each of the client’s vehicle-rental facilities. Once collected, the data were fit to
appropriate statistical distributions, using the software
package Stat::Fit® (Hauge and Paige 2004) to properly
model the variability within each process, as well as its
mean duration. Enterprise Dynamics® stood out as the
simulation engine of choice due to its ability to effectively
and accurately model virtually any problem (Boer, de
Bruin, and Verbraeck 2006), its capability of seamless
connectivity to other business software, and due to its excellent three-dimensional animation capabilities, which
stood the modelers of passenger railway terminals in good
stead (Li et al. 2006). The ability to visualize proposed
solutions to the stated problems in a virtual threedimensional environment held high appeal for the client
and greatly aided client acceptance. A representative example of a three-dimensional animation view is shown in
Figure 2 (Appendix); this figure shows a queue of regular
customers awaiting the service of an RSA to rent a vehicle. Another queue of higher-priority customers (frequent
renters) is off-screen to the left. To the right in this figure, the low blue car has been returned and awaits cleaning; the green car behind it is being returned (the person

CURATIVE MEASURES

The solution was approached in steps and involved several tools from the Industrial Engineer’s toolbox. The
first phase of the project was standardization of the proc-
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worksheets within the workbook. Users are able to accurately generate, save, retrieve, and comparatively assess
multiple what-if scenario schedules quickly. During these
schedule generations, the client users typically explore
plausible ranges of customer demand, target resource
utilizations, various cleaning and washing cycle times,
service level standards (e.g., average and/or maximum
time-in-queue tolerated), and the service time the customer demands with the RSA.

standing beside it is a GR).
Customized threedimensional icons were built to represent the airport terminals, rental office, cleaning station, vehicle wash, guard
post, and the vehicles and people moving within the system. The simulation model records time stamps at key
points throughout the system to track customer as well as
vehicle waiting and processing times. In addition, utilization statistics are gathered for each workgroup in the system. These data were important in determining the optimal schedule for the facility staff. Specifically, schedules
are generated for the four main groups of resources
staffed at the car rental facility: (1) Rental Sales Agents
(RSAs) who process incoming rental customers, (2)
Greeters (GRs) who process customers returning their vehicles, (3) Service Agents (SAs) who clean, wash, and refuel the returning vehicles, and Courtesy Bus Drivers
(CBDs) who drive customers between the rental facility
and the airport. Mechanics who provide maintenance to
the vehicles are also scheduled in the system but at a
lower level of detail than the other resource groups. Expected rental transactions drive the schedules of RSAs.
An increase in expected rentals triggers an increase in
RSAs needed. Similarly, rentals and returns drive the
need for GRs and SAs, and rentals and round-trip travel
time drive the need for more CBDs. The output schedule
depends mainly upon transaction volume and variation
throughout the day and week and the service level desired
at several areas during a customer’s experience at the facility (for example, if the manager specifies that customers should wait no longer than four minutes to see an
RSA, the software will schedule RSAs to accommodate
this request).
Techniques used for the verification and validation of
this model included investigatory runs of the model with
all randomness removed (for easier desk-checking), stepby-step tours through model execution, examination of
the animation, and structured walkthroughs (particularly
of the complex operational logic which was of necessity
coded within various customized objects (called atoms in
ED) built for this project (and ultimately saved in a library
for convenient reuse) (Sargent 2004). Most errors found
and corrected during verification were within the complex
code mentioned above, especially when pertinent to the
exact order in which the processor performed events timetied on the current events chain (Schriber and Brunner
1998).
Subsequent to verification and validation of this
model, a crucial step of the development phase lay in the
user interface design of the simulation-based scheduling
software, since the user experience is vital to acceptance.
The main application screen, using the comfortingly familiar interface of an Excel® workbook, acts as a control
panel. It clearly displays the week to schedule and facility location, and provides effective storage of records for
the site via easily understood data input tabs on separate

5.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The staffing schedules generated by DdWS provide the
vehicle rental company with a solution to improving their
scheduling system. Under- and over-staffing is evident
when comparing actual past schedules with DdWS generated optimal schedules for the same periods. Resources
are now staffed following daily and hourly fluctuations in
business demand, resulting in a reduction in labor costs
and an improvement in customer service levels across
their facilities nationwide. Schedules generated (orange
solid lines) for RSAs (Figure 3 in Appendix) and for GRs
(Figure 4 in Appendix) explicitly illustrate the improvements now routinely achieved in schedule quality, particularly when compared to older manually generated
schedules (cerise squares). The numbers of Greeters,
Rental Sales Agents, and Service Agents now much more
closely parallel levels of demand, whereas manual schedules chronically understaffed in the mornings and overstaffed in the afternoons. The estimated reduction in labor costs is about eight million dollars annually for the
rental company in their North America facilities. Additionally, customer service levels remain high and consistent across facilities nationwide, processing times and rework have been reduced, resource utilization has risen,
and site managers are much better able to adjust operations to demand levels promptly and accurately.
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APPENDIX

Figure 1. Workplace Planner® Animation of Interior Cleaning of Vehicle

Figure 2. Animation View of Queuing Customers and Vehicles Awaiting Their Patronage
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Figure 3. Schedule for Rental Sales Agents (RSAs) Specified by Demand-Driven Workforce Scheduler (DdWS)

Figure 4. Schedule for Greeters (GRs) Specified by Demand-Driven Workforce Scheduler (DdWS)
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